While much has been written about the lives of the four principals featured in this paper, the part each played in the lives of the other three has been described less well. The intent here is to show how William Osler, Harvey Cushing, Kenneth McKenzie, and Wilder Penfield influenced each other during their formative years and how they contributed to the evolution and maturation of neurosurgery in North America.
When the new Johns Hopkins Hospital opened in Baltimore in 1889, Osler was recruited to join Halsted, Kelly, and Welch, rounding out the famous four who left an indelible mark on Hopkins and on medicine at the turn of the century. During his days at Hopkins, he wrote "Principles and Practice of Medicine", the most widely quoted medical textbook of the time. 7 He published eight editions thereafter, one every three years. Osler revolutionized medical education during those years, bringing it "out of the classroom and onto the wards" where bedside teaching became his trademark. 5, 8 Dr. Osler encountered Harvey Cushing when Cushing was a surgical resident at Hopkins, more during the last two years of his training with William Halsted. 5, 9, 10 Cushing's growing interest in surgery for brain tumors was discouraged by Halsted, his primary mentor, because he saw little future in that direction. On the other hand, Osler strongly encouraged Cushing to pursue his interest in surgery of the nervous system. In fact, Cushing and Osler became close friends over the next two decades -frequently traveling together and working side by side. 11 Cushing returned from a productive year in Europe at the turn of the century with a decision to confine his surgery to the nervous system. His strongest supporter was Osler, while Halsted reluctantly allowed him to pursue that direction in his career. 5 In fact, many patients that
Cushing treated during those early days were referred to him by Dr. Osler Cushing's contributions are well-known to all interested in the history of medicine. In essence, he established neurosurgery as a bona fide entity and created the "Cushing School" which fostered future leaders of neurosurgery throughout the world. 18, 19 His artistry and his science left an indelible mark on medicine and surgery.
KENNETH MCKENZIE
Kenneth McKenzie ( Figure 5 ) was born in 1892 in Monkton, Ontario. 20 McKenzie spent a year with Cushing at the Peter-BentBrigham Hospital in Boston. Those were stressful days for him. By Cushing's rules, his family was not allowed to be with him, even though money provided by the Fellowship was given to McKenzie's wife and their three children. McKenzie wrote of that year: "The first few weeks as a resident were difficult, to say the least. 15 I had never seen a patient suffering from a brain tumor. There were 25 to 30 on the wards at the Brigham at that time. The first problem was to master an ophthalmoscope. I learned to recognize a normal and pathological optic nerve head. This took some weeks. At the same time, a simple but complete neurological examination had to be applied. This included taking the visual fields with a perimeter. Examination of the patient took hours in the first weeks; later on I learned to do it in minutes. Looking back on my year with Cushing, I recall a man who must have been an extraordinary master of his time. His day's routine seemed to be set weeks ahead and seldom did anything interfere with his plans." 18 To further quote McKenzie: "On his (Cushing's) service, a resident never got very far with a case before it was taken out of his hands and a three or four-hour operation, such as a Vth nerve section, was finished by the Chief. Yet I knew this operation would be one of my first responsibilities when returning to Toronto. Fortunately, before coming home, a visit to Dr. Adson at the Mayo Clinic proved most helpful. He (Adson) had been through the fire and took me under his wing. For the first time, I could see what was being done and felt that his particular technique could be duplicated. The underlying principle, of course, was the sitting up position of the patient so that the blood ran out of the field and did not continually obstruct the surgeon's vision. With a kitchen chair and an attached dental headrest, I became reasonably adept at this procedure and can recall one such operation going rather well when Professor Archibald was looking on." 18 20, 21 McKenzie firmly believed that neurosurgery belonged in a general hospital where collaboration was easy and competition was encouraged among the surgical subspecialties. 22 Early on, he recruited a neuropathologist. Later he established neuroradiology at the hospital, well before similar diagnostic units were developed around the world. His contributions were many, particularly in clinical neurosurgery. He was a well-known acoustic surgeon, treated Meniere's disease by vestibular nerve transection sparing the facial nerve and hearing, managed torticollis by multiple rhizotomies, did one of the first hemispherectomies for epilepsy, invented instruments including skull tongs for skeletal traction based on the design of ice tongs, and fashioned cranial burrs from steel drills bought in a hardware store. 23, 24 Above all, he was an educator of his residents. They spread his style across Canada and established his ongoing legacy. All of them harken back to his unparalleled devotion to their education and recall how he allowed them to learn through his direct, hands-on style. 20, 21, 25 
WILDER PENFIELD
Wilder Penfield ( Figure 6 ) was born in Spokane, Washington in 1891. 12 He attended Princeton University where he played football, then coached for a year after graduation. On a Rhodes scholarship, he then spent eighteen months at Oxford where Charles Sherrington stimulated his interest in the nervous system. He also met the Regius Professor of Medicine, Sir William Osler, who became a lifelong hero and role model. He returned to begin medical school at Hopkins, graduating in 1918. He became profoundly influenced by Halsted, Professor of Surgery at the time, and two of his most talented surgical residents, Walter Dandy and George Heuer. Both became neurosurgeons later. After Penfield finished medical school, he interned at the Peter-Bent-Brigham Hospital where he first encountered Cushing. Following his internship, he traveled to England to study in the laboratories of Sherrington, at the bedside with Gordon Holmes at Queen Square, and in the operating theater with Percy Sargent, a student of Horsely. When Penfield returned from abroad, Allen Whipple, Professor of Surgery at Columbia in New York City, offered him a position in surgery. To quote Penfield, "When Whipple sent for me to come to New York for an interview, I confessed to him my shortcomings as a surgeon. He smiled, 'I know,' he said, 'but you have the training I want in neurophysiology and neuropathology and neurology. We can teach you surgery here, and I shall expect you to make recurring visits to the clinics of other neurosurgeons." 26 It should be recalled that Charles Elsberg was the principal neurosurgeon at the New York Neurological Institute at that time. 27 It was at the Presbyterian Hospital that Penfield and William Cone first met. They became fast friends and remained lifelong colleagues. Over the next seven years in New York, Penfield traveled to other centers where neurosurgery was better developed. He visited Harvey Cushing on four occasions during his Columbia years and became one of Cushing's "senior pupils." 5, 28 He also spent six months during 1928 in Germany with Professor Otfrid Foerster, the neurologist and a self-taught neurosurgeon. That same year, 1928, Professor Archibald, Chief of Surgery at McGill, decided it was time to recruit someone to do full time neurosurgery. Archibald had been doing neurosurgery in Montreal even before McKenzie returned to Toronto but had not exclusively confined himself to the specialty. Penfield and Cone were recruited together. 29 In three years, a Department of Neurology and Neurosurgery had been established and by 1934, with the help of the Rockefeller Foundation and Canadian benefactors, the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) was founded. 12 The MNI was based upon Penfield's idea that the clinical and basic neurosciences should be housed in a single unit, separate from, but near a major general hospital where patient care and research advances could be optimized. The next 26 years of his career were marked by the recruitment of outstanding colleagues, the establishment of a famous training program, and maturation of his institute concept. He had the good fortune to work closely with Herbert Jasper, the neurophysiologist and with Theodore Rasmussen and William Feindel, both future Directors of the MNI. One of Penfield's many contributions was mapping the motor, sensory, speech and memory functions of the brain. 30 The homunculus was his work, with the help of his trainees Edwin Boldrey and Theodore Rasmussen (Figure 7) . He also established surgery as an effective treatment for epilepsy, and championed the Institute concept to all four corners of the world.
Penfield's approach to organization of a neuroscience unit was different from that of McKenzie who favored growth of neurosurgery within a general hospital. Penfield believed that neurology and neurosurgery should "combine, a fact that is already theoretically obvious, as neurosurgery is blind without neurology and can hope to make no advance, and neurology is ineffective without surgery." 26 Reflections on his career were described in his autobiography, No Man Alone, published in 1977, shortly after he died. 31 David Shephard, editor of the Canadian Medical Association Journal, said of Penfield at the time of his death: "Penfield was a skillful and erudite neurosurgeon, but he was also a visionary, philosopher, educator, and author." neurosurgery in Canada and the United States have been briefly described. There were, of course, others in the early days who played major parts that have not been mentioned. It is clear that William Osler was enormously influential, particularly on the young Harvey Cushing, persuading him to pursue his budding interest in the neurosciences rather than a secure future in general surgery favored by his surgical mentor, William Halsted. Osler also touched Penfield at a critical time in his early professional life, strengthening his commitment to a life of innovation and investigation. Cushing was an important role model for both McKenzie and Penfield. McKenzie spent a tough year in Boston as one of Harvey Cushing's "Boys" where he forged the disciplined approach to his life as a pioneer neurosurgeon that came to be his trademark. He was a champion of his own "Boys" and trained the best. Penfield was similarly indebted to Cushing, treasuring an association that lasted for many years. Though not officially trained by Harvey Cushing, he was recognized by Cushing as "one of his own." 9 Each of them played a unique role in the lives of the other three and made substantial contributions to the development of neurosurgery in North America.
